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TOP STORIES 
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 Gatwick airport asks passengers to fly Air Peace to Lagos 


Ifeoma Okeke-Korieocha 
 just now 


 Gatwick airport has encouraged passengers to embark on their next journey from London Gatwick to Lagos using Air Peace. In... 






 [image: Naira gets boost as CBN moves to curb speculative loan practices with new rule] 


 Naira gets boost as CBN moves to curb speculative loan practices with new rule 


Hope Moses-Ashike 
 18 minutes ago 


 Bank customers who speculatively used dollar-denominated currency as collateral to obtain naira loans are expected to begin massive sales or... 
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 Nigerian Permanent Residency approvals in Canada dip for first time in 3 years, despite high immigration targets 


Bunmi Bailey 
 3 hrs ago 


 The number of Nigerians given Permanent Residency (PR) in Canada dropped for the first time in three years in 2023,... 
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 Umahi counters Atiku, promises full disclosure of Lagos-Calabar costal highway costs 


Obidike Okafor 
 4 hrs ago 


 The Minister of Works, David Umahi, criticized former Vice President Atiku Abubakar’s remarks regarding the Lagos-Calabar coastal highway project during... 
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 Nearly a third of UK Police officers plan to quit in next two years 



 just now 








 Rwandan airline 'rejects' UK plan to transport asylum seekers, says it will damage brand 



 just now 








 How to apply for new NIMC card in 5 steps 



 just now 








 Betta Edu, suspended humanitarian minister, threatens lawsuit against BBC News, demands $50million 



 an hour ago 








 Race for top Pension Fund Administrator heightens as Access battles Stanbic IBTC for largest customer base 



 an hour ago 








 Read more >> 
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[image: Top 10 best remote-working countries in Europe by 2024] 

 Top 10 best remote-working countries in Europe by 2024 


 Ochowechi Elijah 
 just now 


The rise of remote work has completely changed how professionals approach their employment worldwide. People looking for flexibility, autonomy, and...
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 Word play: 33 of the world's top 100 Scrabble players are Nigerians 


 Chisom Michael 
 just now 


Nigerians excel in Scrabble, boasting 33 players in the top 100 in the world. Beyond Scrabble, board games are popular...
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 AGEING: Here's how to tell regular old-age memory loss from Dementia 


 BusinessDay 
 just now 


Alzheimer’s Society predicts that the the number of people with dementia around tge world will continue to rise. The condition,...
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 S.Africa’s Rand plunges as new poll shows Zuma eating into ANC’s traditional support as poll nears 


 BusinessDay 
 just now 


South Africa’s Rand fell from the year’s best levels after a new opinion poll showed support for the ruling African...
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[image: US Appeals Court rules Donald Trump has no immunity from Jan 6 prosecution] 

 Trump hush money charges seen as serious by most voters, Reuters/Ipsos finds 


 BusinessDay 
 just now 


The New York criminal charges against Donald Trump for allegedly covering up hush-money payments to a porn star are serious...
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[image: Cybersecurity policy framework remains insufficient, says IMF] 

 Cybersecurity policy framework remains insufficient, says IMF 


 Hope Moses-Ashike 
 51 minutes ago 


The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said that cybersecurity policy frameworks, especially in emerging markets and developing economies, often remain...
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 How businesses can navigate common procurement challenges 


 BusinessDay
 Apr 10, 2024
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 Telemedicine 


 Oladapo Akande
 Apr 10, 2024
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 2027 presidency: Why Peter Obi must temper his expectations 


 Olu Fasan
 Apr 08, 2024
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 Beyond borders: Securing Nigeria's future with drone technology and citizen engagement 


 The Editorial Board
 Apr 08, 2024
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 Debunking economic myths: Government budget deficits are not always bad 


 Oluwatobi Ojabello
 Apr 08, 2024
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 And they returned without their teacher! 


 Eugenia Abu
 Apr 05, 2024

















OPINION




OPINION
 Nigeria’s energy transition: EVs, CNG vehicles and transportation emission reduction goals 

 Apr 10, 2024 


OPINION
 Oil and Gas as a catalyst for growth: Critical reform ideas 

 Apr 10, 2024 


OPINION
 Nigeria's road to economic renaissance: Harnessing the power of nation branding 

 Apr 10, 2024 
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4 countries in Africa with the most billionaires in 2024 – Forbes


Chisom Michael
Apr 10, 2024


Africa is witnessing a notable increase in billionaire wealth, with numerous individuals amassing fortunes across various industries. Among African nations,...
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Umahi counters Atiku, promises full disclosure of Lagos-Calabar costal highway costs


Obidike Okafor
Apr 10, 2024


The Minister of Works, David Umahi, criticized former Vice President Atiku Abubakar’s remarks regarding the Lagos-Calabar coastal highway project during...
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[image: Axxela attains 7m LTI-free man-hours milestone]

Axxela retains global certification for high standards


Faith Esifiho
Apr 10, 2024


Axxela Limited, the pioneer private sector natural gas distribution and power development company, has successfully recertified its Integrated Management System.../p>
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Geregu Power generates N5bn from electricity sales


Abubakar Ibrahim
Apr 10, 2024


Geregu Power Plc, the first listed power company on the Nigerian Exchange Group, has generated N50.4 billion in revenue from.../p>
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How to apply for new NIMC card in 5 steps


Temitayo Jaiyeola
Apr 10, 2024


The Federal Government recently announced plans to launch a multipurpose national identity card. The card initiative is a collaboration between...
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Online uproar over Nigerian English flagged as ChatGPT-ish


Temitayo Jaiyeola
Apr 10, 2024


There is a growing practice of tagging emails and other forms of communication with certain words as potentially generated by...
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CardinalStone leads 9 others in N820.44bn transactions on NGX


Eniola Olatunji
Apr 10, 2024


CardinalStone Securities Limited, United Capital Securities Limited, Stanbic IBTC stockbrokers limited traded the lion share of N820.44 billion of the.../p>







[image: Elevated fixed income yields, others to dampen equities market in Q2]

Elevated fixed income yields, others to dampen equities market in Q2


Eniola Olatunji
Apr 09, 2024


Nigeria’s stock market, which enjoyed a strong first quarter with returns exceeding 39 percent, is expected to face headwinds in.../p>
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13 banks need N3.31trn to meet CBN threshold


Hope Moses-Ashike
 Apr 01, 2024
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CBN hikes rate again in push to tame inflation


Hope Moses-Ashike
 Mar 26, 2024
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SEC tightens grip on crypto industry with new capital base


Temitayo Jaiyeola
 Mar 25, 2024
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108MP camera in your pocket: itel launches new S24 smartphone in Nigeria


Sponsored Post
Apr 10, 2024
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BlockDAG Leads Crypto Evolution with Potential 20,000X ROI, Surpassing Toncoin's Surge and Synthetix's Growth


Sponsored Post
Apr 09, 2024
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UK firm celebrates Yetunde Ilori’s appointment as President of CIIN


Sponsored Post
Apr 09, 2024
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Energy consultant Ifeanyi Ukwuoma speaks to BusinessDay on new electricity tariff


Apr 10, 2024
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This week on Economic Week Ahead, we look at some of the stories to look out for this week


Apr 09, 2024
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Band A power plan faces brick wall of 5.8m unmetered customers


Apr 09, 2024
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Rising cost push manufacturing exports down 62% in 4 years


Apr 08, 2024
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Seven arguments for sacking Man United's Ten Hag


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 08, 2024 


In his debut season at Manchester United, Erik ten Hag enjoyed success, securing a third-placed finish and clinching the Carabao...
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The most expensive cakes in the world


Chigozirim Enyinnia
 Apr 06, 2024 


Cakes have always been a symbol of celebration and indulgence. From birthdays to weddings, they bring joy and delight to...
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Fall and rise of 48-year-old Sim Shagaya, brain behind Miva Open University, uLesson Group


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 06, 2024 


Sim Shagaya is a Nigerian media and technology entrepreneur and the brilliant mind behind Miva Open University. He has left...
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10 affordable countries to live your dream life as a retiree - Forbes


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 06, 2024 


For anyone seeking a more affordable way of life or those wishing to escape the daily grind, societal pressures, this...
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Nigerian startups raised $160m amid funding drought in Q1


Chinwe Michael
 Apr 10, 2024 


Nigerian startups raised $160 million in funding in the first three months of this year despite the slowdown in funding...
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Nigeria, others need right capital allocation to tackle infrastructure deficit - AFC boss


Folake Balogun
 Apr 10, 2024 


Samaila Zubairu, president and CEO of the Africa Finance Corporation (AFC), has said Africa needs to get the right capital...
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Loatsad Promomedia appoints Sophie Ejegi as first female MD


Daniel Obi
 Apr 10, 2024 


Loatsad Promomedia Limited, an out-of-home advertising company in Africa, has appointed Sophie Ejegi as its first female managing director. According...
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Abbey Mortgage Bank donates 400 food packs in Lagos


Faith Esifiho
 Apr 10, 2024 


As part of its ongoing commitment to eliminate hunger among vulnerable persons, Abbey Mortgage Bank, a primary mortgage bank in...
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 See Past Editions 
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 See Past Editions 
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From N3.2bn debt, NAFDAC became solvent in one year – Moji Adeyeye, DG/CEO


BusinessDay
 Apr 10, 2024 


Moji Adeyeye has never faced any shortage of life’s challenges. Although from the south west, in 1971, she braved odds...
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Medic West Africa drove $46.8m value to healthcare in 11yrs - director


Temitayo Ayetoto-Oladehinde
 Apr 08, 2024 


As Africa embraces advancements from the fourth industrial revolution, Medic West Africa, the region’s leading healthcare trade event, connects key...
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How 19yrs old Okechukwu is building successful accessories business


Charles Ogwo
 Apr 08, 2024 


It is not always easy to combine schooling and business, but for Okechukwu Victor Chiemere, a 19-year-old software engineering student...
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Nigeria will struggle to compete without services export policy to prioritise investments – Madu


Amaka Anagor-Ewuzie
 Apr 07, 2024 


Obiora Madu is an export consultant and director general of the African Centre for Supply. He recently launched a book...
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Top 10 best remote-working countries in Europe by 2024


Ochowechi Elijah
 Apr 10, 2024 


The rise of remote work has completely changed how professionals approach their employment worldwide. People looking for flexibility, autonomy, and...
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Meet Omobayo Godwin, the new Edo deputy governor


Iwok Iniobong
 Apr 08, 2024 


Omobayo Godwin, newly appointed deputy governor of Edo State was sworn in on Monday after the impeachment of Philip Shaibu,...
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I can't entertain the public with deep family issues, AY speaks up on marriage breakup


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 07, 2024 


Ayo Makun, a popular comedian better known as AY has revealed that he is having a marital crisis. He made...
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Air Peace’s cabin crew’s traditional Isi Agu attire excites Nigerians


Chigozirim Enyinnia
 Apr 07, 2024 


Air Peace, Nigeria’s leading airline made waves in the aviation industry recently with a bold and culturally significant statement. As...
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Future Eagles denied visas for Uefa U16 youth tournament in Spain


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 10, 2024 


Nigeria’s U15 football team, the Future Eagles, have been denied visas to attend the Uefa U16 Youth Development Tournament in...
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Nigerian billionaire Tony Elumelu eyes NPFL club purchase


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 10, 2024 


Nigerian Billionaire Tony Elumelu has expressed interest in purchasing a club in the Nigeria Premier Football League (NPFL) following discussions...
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2024 Olympics: FIFA excludes Nigerian referees, names 12 African match officials


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 10, 2024 


No Nigerian referees were selected as FIFA Referees Committee has announced 12 match officials from Africa for the upcoming for the...
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Champions League: Arsenal drew Bayern at Emirates Stadium


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 09, 2024 


Arsenal and Bayern Munich battled to a 2-2 draw in the Champions League quarter-final first leg at the Emirates Stadium,...
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South Africa approves digital nomad visa for foreign skilled workers


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 06, 2024 


South Africa has approved the enactment of its digital nomad visa regulations, extending the right to work to foreign skilled...
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Top six tourism destinations in Africa by revenue post Covid


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 06, 2024 


As the haze of the COVID-19 pandemic cleared, global economies tallied their losses, with border closures and movement restrictions dealing...
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Powerful South African parliament speaker docked for bribery, granted but prosecutors insist she must surrender passport


BusinessDay
 Apr 04, 2024 


South African prosecutors on Thursday charged former National Assembly speaker Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula with corruption and money laundering, a day after...
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Meet the Nigerians to speak at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 03, 2024 


Six Nigerians have been confirmed as speakers at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa in May. The summit, set to...
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Here's how to check your US H-1B visa status in 2024


Chisom Michael
 Apr 10, 2024 


In a bid to address delays and maintain employment authorization for non-citizens, USCIS extends work permit validity to 540 days...
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El Salvador offers free passports to 5000 overseas skilled workers


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 08, 2024 


Nayib Bukele, the President of El Salvador has announced that the government is offering 5000 free passports to overseas skilled...
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Two passenger planes collide at Heathrow Airport


BusinessDay
 Apr 08, 2024 


A Virgin Atlantic plane crashed into a British Airways jet at Heathrow Airport, sparking a huge emergency service response on...
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Pelumi Nubi, who drove from London to Nigeria gets hero welcome


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 07, 2024 


Pelumi Nubi, a British Nigerian who drove for 68 days from London, UK has finally arrived Lagos. The 28 year...
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Business Day, established in 2001, is a daily business newspaper based in Lagos. It is the only Nigerian newspaper with a bureau in Accra, Ghana. It has both daily and Sunday titles. It circulates in Nigeria and Ghana

Read More...
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